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A Meticulous Cartographer

William Burchell’s map of South Africa

by Roger Stewart

The 16th of June 2011 is the bicentenary of William
John Burchell’s departure from Cape Town on a
journey into the interior of Southern Africa ‘for the
purpose of acquiring knowledge’. His primary interest
was botany.  In addition to other fields of knowledge
and numerous skills, Burchell was a meticulous
cartographer whose map of Southern Africa was a
milestone in the history of the mapping of that
country. The map is mentioned favourably, but
usually en passant, in publications on South African
cartography and this is an appropriate time to remind
ourselves of the map and the man.

William John Burchell was born in
Fulham, London, in 1781 and died
by suicide in 1863. Burchell was a
scientist, courageous explorer,

geographer and cartographer, ethnographer,
talented artist, amateur musician, linguist and
skilled author. His exceptional talent was in the
natural sciences, particularly botany, but also
zoology. He was only 22 years old when he was
elected a fellow of the Linnaean Society. Oxford
University awarded him an honorary Doctor of
Civil Law in 1834. 

Burchell made significant contributions to the
botany of St. Helena, where he was a school
teacher and the resident botanist for 5 years. In
1806, while on St. Helena, he met Martin
Lichtenstein who was returning to Germany after
extensive travels in South Africa. This meeting
may have prompted Burchell to follow the
suggestion of ex-Governor Janssens, of the Cape
Colony, to visit the Colony to expand his
botanical collection. Burchell travelled extensively
in South Africa between 1810 and 1814 and was
in Brazil between 1825 and 1830. During these
travels, he made many discoveries and
accumulated an enormous collection of botanical
and zoological specimens.

Burchell was only 29 years old when he departed
from Cape Town in June 1811 on a journey into
the interior of Southern Africa. He was
accompanied by six Hottentot assistants and he
travelled in a unique modification of the Cape ox-
wagon that he had designed. For approximately four
years and over 7, 000km it was his mobile home, art
studio and laboratory. He returned to England in
1815 with 48 cases of materials comprising, inter alia,
more than 60,000 biological specimens: plants,
animal skins, skeletons, insects, seeds, bulbs and fish.
He also returned with hundreds of drawings,
watercolours and a detailed journal. 

In 1822, he published ‘A Map of the
Extratropical Part of Southern Africa’ (Norwich’s
map #189) in the first volume of his highly regarded
Travels in the Interior of Southern Africa. Burchell’s map
is mentioned favourably, but usually en passant, in
publications on South African cartography.
However, it was an influential milestone in the
history of the mapping of South Africa. 

Fig. 1 
William John

Burchell in 1819,
four years after his
return to England.
He recovered from
the ptosis (causes
drooping eyelids)

with which he
returned from South

Africa.
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Burchell’s Mapping of South Africa
Burchell set out to chart his travels accurately.
Despite no formal training in the field, he was a
meticulous cartographer and unlike most
explorers, he devoted 5½ pages in Volume 1 of his
book to describe in some detail his cartographic
methods. He also provided an 18-page table of his
cartographic and meteorological data. Included in
the observations and journal entries at his stations
were: the distance he travelled between stations,
which he calculated from the number of
revolutions of one of the wheels of his wagon (he

had calibrated this measurement); the bearings and
trigonometric intersections of ‘distant and
remarkable mountains’; longitude, from dead
reckoning and sometimes from observations of
eclipses of the moons of Jupiter; latitude,
determined at night with an 8-inch Troughton
sextant (‘the nonius to every ten seconds’) – his
measurements of latitude were very accurate. His
meticulous, scientific approach and published
primary data set him apart from his predecessors
and even many of his successors ... and allows us
today to retrace his ‘track’ accurately. 

Fig.2
William Burchell’s
map of South Africa
engraved by Sidney
Hall.
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In England, Burchell ‘laid down my own track
entirely and solely from my own observations, made
during the journey’. He constructed a primary map
on a scale of 9 inches to one degree of latitude. This
resulted in an enormous map of approximately 7½
feet by 8½ feet (2.28m x 2.59m). 

Burchell went to extraordinary lengths to map
areas of the country he did not visit: ‘the most
troublesome part of my labour ... (that) exercised
the whole of my patience’. Particularly troublesome
were the regions inland of the north-west coast and
of the coast east of the mouth of the Great Fish
River, the most eastern extent of his travels. He
described the north-western part of his map as ‘a
sketch’. He concluded that cartographic
information on the country east of the Great Fish
River was too unreliable for inclusion in his map.
He evaluated maps by cartographers such as
Arrowsmith (Aaron I) and De la Rochette. He
inspected a copy of at least one map commissioned
under the Dutch Government in the late 18th

century (reduced forms of likely maps are Plates VII
[Frederici & Jones] and VIII [Duminy] in Koeman’s
Tabvlae Geographicae quibus Colonia Bonae Spei
antiqua depingitur; the copy he saw was, perhaps, a
composite of the two). 

Burchell was very frustrated by the maps of
some explorers. From their narratives, he plotted
their routes on his large scale map. He concluded
that from none of the maps by François Levaillant,
Anders Sparrman and William Paterson (a close
copy of Sparrman’s) ‘could I appropriate any thing
than the mere names’. Burchell did not use John
Barrow’s ‘miserable thing called a map’ (‘Map of
The Colony of the Cape of Good Hope’: Norwich
# 228 and Plate IX in Koeman’s Tabvlae). Probably
prompted by a dispute between them, Burchell’s
comments on Barrow’s map became personal (in
print, Barrow had been scathingly and, usually
unjustifiably, critical about Cape explorers before
and after him). Martin Lichtenstein was also, more
politely, critical of Barrow’s map. Burchell rated
Lichtenstein’s ‘general map’ the best he had seen
(Plate X in Koeman’s Tabvlae; Norwich’s map
no.231). Lichtenstein also had seen a copy of at least
one of the van der Graaf maps – possibly the same
one Burchell inspected (according to Koeman,
Governor van der Graaf took the original maps to
Holland in 1791). 

Eventually, Burchell ‘fitted and forced into
shape, this heterogeneous collection of pieces’. For
publication in his book, the large scale map was
reduced to about a sixteenth: to 27½ x 32½ inches
(70cm x 82.5cm). Burchell supervised the
reduction and the engraving by Sidney Hall, ‘who
is entitled to the greatest credit for accuracy and
fidelity to the original’. 

Burchell’s map
Notable features of Burchell’s map are the co-
ordinates of his stations, the names of many of his
hosts, translation of relevant Dutch and a few
Hottentot words, explanations of signs and
abbreviations, the date of establishment of numerous
towns and some pertinent annotations, including the
date of his arrival at the stations. Burchell’s map was
the first to record the location of the Asbestos
Mountains, near present day Prieska, which he saw
and drew, and of the famous Cango Cavern (Caves),
which had been ‘discovered’ some 40 years earlier,
but which he did not see. 

Somewhat controversially today, Burchell
favoured the retention of place names used by the
indigenous inhabitants. Therefore, he preferred
Gariep River to Orange River, as it was named by
Colonel Robert Gordon in 1779. In contrast to
Arrowsmith and in view of the rapid expansion of
the colony and accompanying changes to the
political and administrative borders, Burchell
decided not to include these borders in his map. In
his book, however, he proposed ten geographical
and five political regions of the area he had mapped. 

Influence of Burchell’s Map.
In the first two decades of the 1800s, maps of the
Cape of Good Hope by Aaron Arrowsmith I were
influenced by Barrow’s map. It is likely that
Burchell’s map was an important primary source for
1825 and later editions of the maps by Aaron II and
Samuel Arrowsmith, who plotted Burchell’s route.
Burchell’s map was a primary source for the 1828
map of Southern Africa by Sidney Hall, Burchell’s
engraver. Hall’s own map of the region appeared in
Hall’s Atlas which was published in 1830 by
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown & Green (who had
published Burchell’s book).

Burchell’s map also influenced the 1834 map
of John Arrowsmith (Cape of Good Hope) and
possibly the SDUK map (South Africa). These
maps, considered the most accurate at the time,
have been investigated in detail (‘The Arrowsmith
and S.D.U.K. maps of South Africa of 1834 -
Source material and geographical significance.’
Elri Liebenberg ICA International Cartographic
Conference, June 2005). Arrowsmith plotted
many of Burchell’s stations; he and the SDUK also
included new geographic information supplied by
Burchell, such as the Asbestos Mountains. These
two maps were reduced copies of a large
manuscript map (6¼ x 4ft; 1.9m x 1.2m) that had
been drawn by Lewis Hebert Senior in the
Colonial Department; it is now in the National
Archives in London. It is likely that Burchell’s
map was primary source material for the Hebert
map west of 27° East. 
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Burchell’s Legacy
Numerous plants and animals were discovered and
named by Burchell, a few of which have been
named after him but his enormous manuscript map
has not been found and his published map is quite
rare. Only 750 copies of the first volume of
Burchell’s book were printed. According to Sidney
Mendelssohn (in his South African Bibliography),
many of the books were broken in the 19th century
for the attractive aquatints. 

Burchell’s collections and accompanying
documents went to Kew Gardens and the
University of Oxford’s Museum of Natural
History. Most of his beautiful drawings went to
his sister and then, after her death, to their
brother who brought them to South Africa (over
300 of which are now in the Gubbins Collection
at the University of the Witwatersrand and in
Museum Africa). There is no record of the
existence of the manuscript of other volumes of
Burchell’s book. They would have described his
return from the north-eastern end of his trip.
Unfortunately, the journals of most of his return
are also missing. Fortunately, we have a good
description of his cartographic methods; the
narrative of his outbound trip; the field notes of
his entire trek and his well annotated map that
includes the route he followed back to Cape
Town. Using recent topocadastral maps and
extracts from Burchell’s field sheets (edited by
Helen McKay and published in the Journal of
South African Botany 1943; 9 (3), 27–38), I have
been able to reconstruct Burchell’s entire trek on
Google Earth, part of which is illustrated above.

On his return trip, Burchell spent
approximately 4½ months in this area. In 1819, he
reluctantly provided information on the Cape to a
select committee of the House of Commons and
suggested that Albany could be a suitable area for
settlement. Soon after, he wrote a pamphlet giving
hints on emigration to the Cape of Good Hope.
Partly as a consequence of his information, in 1820
the English Government sent the first settlers into
the area; they landed near Port Elizabeth on the
shore of Algoa Bay (now Mandela Bay). This was
the beginning of an interesting and turbulent period
in the Eastern Cape, the western border of which is
the Great Fish River. Burchell’s brother settled in
the area in 1821 and some of his descendents still
live there. 

Burchell is best known for his contributions to
botany and zoology, for his beautiful drawings and
paintings and for the exceptional narrative of his
travels in Southern Africa. However, he also made
a valuable contribution to the accurate mapping of
the interior of Southern Africa that influenced later,
highly regarded maps. 

The author, Roger Stewart (below), lives in Cape Town.
He collects maps of South Africa.
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Fig.3
Burchell’s stations
(green place marks)
near Port Elizabeth
and in Albany, to
the north-west
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